
Release Notes for SACWIS Build 1.116

(Scheduled for Release on 01/12/2012)

-The defects listed below are scheduled for release in this build.

-Release in this build is dependent upon successful testing of the fix for each defect.  

-Defects that are not successfully tested for this build will be re-scheduled for a subsequent build.

Functional Area

Defect 

ID

Remedy 

Ticket#

Report 

ID Summary Release Notes

PERSON 2208 11750

PM01c - Change GUI to read "Hours worked 

in normal week"

In Person, under the Employment Section, on the 

Income Tab, there is a location for entering work hours 

that now is "Hours Worked in Normal Week" and not 

"Hours Worked".

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 2317

Domain Integrity - INTAKE - 

SCREENED_OUT_REASON_CODE

 data fix script run in production immediately to clean 

up bad data Defect_2317_Constraints.sql - script to 

create database trigger to prevent bad data from being 

added

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 2346

Domain Integrity - INTAKE_PARTICIPANT - 

GENDER_CODE

data fix script run in production immediately to clean up 

bad data Defect_2346_Constraints.sql - script to create 

database trigger to prevent bad data from being added

Data fix has been completed to remove 

Invalid GENDER_CODE values in the 

INTAKE_PARTICIPANT table & database modifications 

have been made 

to prevent invalid values from being entered in the 

future.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 8042

IN01 - Participants --relationships pull from 

case into the intake (Astericks)

New button has been added on the intake participants 

screen labeled "Retrieve case relationships". The button 

will invoke a new screen which will display the case 

relationships between the persons from their cases. The 

relationships can be edited while the intake is "in 

progress".

PERSON 8175 37409 PM01b - Entering Immunization Dates

Multiple dates (up to 5) can now be entered at one time 

for the same immunization.
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INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 10434 39152

IV18 - Receive Java Error when Linking CAN 

to NA Case

Now you can link CAN intakes to NA Cases if the CAN is 

dated prior to the NA Case Date.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 11746

IN01a - The Copy ACV details,  Copy AP 

details, Copy address buttons are not 

working

The Copy ACV details,  Copy AP details, and Copy 

address buttons are now functioning correctly.

PERSON 12783 49088

PM01f - Person Address (hyperlink disabled 

if the person is a member on a provider 

record-cannot view environmental hazard 

section)

The address hyperlink for provider members is now 

enabled in view only mode which will allow users to 

view hazards, directions and the school district of the 

address.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 13062 50238 IV13 - System creating duplicate ticklers

The case disposition tickler will no longer appear twice 

for the same intake ID number.

PERSON 13108 50320

PM01g - Person Profile - Military Screen 

MODIFIED_BY Column Enhancement

The Modified By field on the Person table or any 

dependency tables will be modified ONLY if data is 

updated or created.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 13425 21

RPT 021 - Help Me Grow referral form 

(NEW)

The Help Me Grow referral form is now available in 

SACWIS.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 14287

IV08 - Family Assessment: Value for 

discretionary reasons must be selected if 

Yes is selected for "Should Preliminary 

Matrix...", and if other is selected, text 

needs to be entered in describe reason 

field.

Validation messages will be received on the Family 

Assessment if the following fields are not entered:  

Discretionary Override Reason, Discretionary Override 

Reason text box and an agency in the dropdown if "Case 

Referred to Other PCSA" is selected.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 14288

IV07 - Safety assessment--A child needs to 

be added to a safety assessment in order to 

navigate to other tabs and to also 

apply/save

When the user is on the Safety Assessment Details 

section, the user cannot leave the page and navigate to 

any of the other tabs on the Assessment without first 

adding a child participant.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 13807 21

RPT21 - New Help Me Grow Referral Form--

Need parameter page Parameter page added for Help Me Grow Referral form.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 14403

CM49 - Validation issues in Ongoing 

Assessment

Minor validation issues in the Ongoing Assessment are 

functioning correctly.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 14405

IV08 - Validation issues with Family 

Assessment

Minor validation issues in the Family Assessment are 

now functioning correctly.
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INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 14462

IV07 - Safety assessment - validation 

regarding all participants must have a 

relationship is not being enforced

Java error has been corrected.  Validation regarding all 

safety plan participants must have a relationship is now 

being enforced.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 14540 56838

IN15 - Existing Case Ticklers Disappearing 

after Unlinking Intake from Case

Existing case ticklers will continue to display after 

unlinking a new intake from a case.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 14697

IV06 - Missing Safety Assessment on Safety 

Plan

Modules impacted:

PlanConstants.java - provide alias 

for ambiguous column in query

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 14740

IN01 - Participants - Unknown checkboxes 

on ACV/CSR details

When "unknown" is selected as a value on the ACV/CSR 

details page, the "Unknown to Referral Source" will be 

automatically checked.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 14761

IV21 - Add "Select All" checkbox next to 

display of intake participants for 

Justification/Waiver and display to be in 

descending order on the list screen

A "Select All" checkbox was added to the selection of 

intake participants for Justification/Waiver. The list of 

Justification/Waivers now display to be in descending 

order on the list screen.

NON-FUNCTIONAL 14762

IN01 - Directional information proceeds the 

address while on the allegations, setting, 

then "view participants address" screen

A minor display issue on the intake allegation setting 

address was fixed.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 14772 58290

IV20 - PSA filter does not show all Active 

PSA's The PSA filter now returns accurate results.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 14804 IN01 - Reporter - Java Error

Intake reporter address field length has been adjusted 

to match the database.  Java error will not be received if 

reporter address exceeds 400 characters.

PERSON 14833

PM01h - Servlet Exception Error Received 

When Clicking on Case Disposition Link for 

Intake that is not Linked to a Case

An error is no longer received when the disposition link 

is selected from person history if the intake is not linked 

to a  case.
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INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 14847

Technical Refactoring - remove dead code 

and more read-only keys in intake and 

assessment/investigation

All areas impacted by code changes (Intake Link, Intake 

Unlink, Intake Related Persons, Protective Service 

Alerts, Intake Participant Relationships, Intake 

Participants, Family Assessment, Ongoing Assessment, 

Specialized Assessment) are functioning correctly

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 14884 58951 IV08 - linked participants not showing up

Family Assessment Participants are now displaying 

correctly when a Family Assessment is created by a 

Supervisor that is not explicitly assigned to the case.

CASE 14904

IN07 - Impact of Attorney Communication 

on Case Delete package

Modules impacted:

pkCaseValidation.pkb - add attorney 

communication cursor and loop

pkCaseDatafix.pks - add specification 

for attorney communication procedures

pkCaseDatafix.pkb - add code for communication 

procedures and do a massive renumbering

CASE 14905

IN15 - Impact of Attorney Communication 

on Intake Unlink

When attempting to unlink an intake that created a 

case, the system will give the data validate error "Unlink 

cannot be peformed on this intake" if any Attorney 

Communication records exist on the case.

PERSON 14970

PM01g - Person Military History--

Duplicated validation message.

A duplicated validation message is no longer displayed 

when entering a person's military history.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 15038

IN03 - Inconsistencies with drop-down 

behavior when changing screening decision

When values on the screening decision page are 

changed , the system is now clearing out any 

inconsistent values.

INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 15112 60366

IN01 - Participants - Java error deleting 

intake participant

Users can now delete intake participants on pending 

intakes without receiving a java error.
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INTAKE & 

INVESTIGATIONS 15113

IN01 - Participants - Copy ACV details is not 

copying custodians

The Copy ACV/CSR Details functionality is now correctly 

copying custodian information.

CASE 15083

CM05 - Case Plan - Recommended Case 

Plan

When the Recommended placement type selected is 

"Own Home", the placement information section is no 

longer appearing for the identified child on the 

Recommended case plan.

CASE 14926 59238

CM09 - Unable to Discharge Placements on 

Child Legal Status

Placement Discharge information can now be entered 

and saved within a placement when the terminated 

legal status is a Child Legal Status type.

CASE 14579

CM41 - Service Review - Unlinked and 

never linked case services

The Case Review/ SAR service review information will 

allow users to review the comprehensive impact of all 

services provided by, arranged for, or paid by an agency, 

including those services not linked to a Case Plan.  See 

the Knowledge Base Article title "Adding Service Review 

Information" for specific details.

CASE 14580

CM10 - Case Services - Ability to add a 

service review and service activity on an 

end dated service

Users now have the ability to add a service review and 

service activity on an end dated case service.

COURT 11145

CM01h - A complaint or Motion shall not be 

locked upon entry of the File Stamp Date

Both the Complaint Date Submitted and the Motion 

Date Submitted are required to save the record.  In 

addition, the Complaint and the Motion record remain 

editable within the current case episode (the File Stamp 

Date no longer locks the Complaint and/or the Motion 

record).

COURT 11340 43722

CM01a - County receives JAVA error after 

canceling legal status termination

The JAVA error received after canceling legal status 

termination has been corrected.

COURT 1948 819 CM01h - User request field size increased

The Basis for Allegations narrative text box within a 

Create Complaint record, has been modified to 10,000 

characters.
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PROVIDER 11949

RM30-Change display list of home study 

topics

Display list of home study topics have been changed as 

follows;  Amend/Update topic on the list was moved 

towards the top of list under Basic Provider Information 

topic.

PROVIDER 11813

RM30-Update DOF topic missing-check the 

set of Family related narratives and add 

missing ones

  Description of Family topics was udated to include 

topic that was missing in the narrative section. 

Description of Family issue: Topic 29-Additional Assessor 

Observations was not initially included in the list of 

Family Narrative topics. When  user selected the 'copy' 

feature from a old DOF then this missing Topic is not 

pulled to the new DOF and therefore validation for 

processing the home study is showing that a DOF 

narrative information missing. 

PROVIDER 10437

RM 04- Do not allow license 

recommendation on Residential or Non-

ODJFS provider

Provider License Utility will not allow the creation of 

recommendations for Residential and Non-ODJFS 

provider.  The Add recommendation button is disabled.

PROVIDER 2671

RM 25:  Need to be able to see associated 

participants   

PROVIDER 5602

RM 25- Visual indicator added for viewed 

activity logs

After an activity log is viewed or edited on a provider 

record and then closed, a "v" to the right of the view or 

edit link (whichever is present for that record) will 

display. A message that "you have viewed this activity 

log" will be given when the cursor hovers over the "v" 

symbol.
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PROVIDER 5676

RM 25-Update Contact Type, Category & 

sub-category on Provider Activity Log

The following contact types have now been added to 

the provider activity log; Contact type:Collateral, Fax, 

Meeting.

The following categories have now been added to the 

provider activity log; Category: Detention Facility, 

Independent  Living, Med/Edu Facility, Non-Relative, 

Relative.

PROVIDER 14320

RM04 - Maintain Licensing Activities - Do 

not create new 2-yr certification span when 

moving from Treatment to Medically 

Fragile Foster Home

When a foster home Transaction Type is Change in 

Circumstance or Transfer and the level of care going is 

changing from a Treatment Foster Home to Medically 

Fragile Foster Home, "No" new 2 year certification span 

is generated

PROVIDER 14718

RM25: ODJFS employees need to be able to 

record activity logs on all provider records

Users employed by ODJFS should be able to record activity logs on 

any provider record. This is to support data entry regarding provider 

merges, BCII, FBI results and waiver information.

ADOPTION 14828

TPR values need included in adoption case 

creation

The four new TPR values (TPR Father - Involuntary due 

to CAN or Dependency; TPR Mother - Involuntary due to 

CAN or Dependency; TPR Father - Deserted Child/Safe 

Haven Baby; TPR Mother - Deserted Child/Safe Haven 

Baby) added in the Rulings Received selection box are 

correctly validated upon creation of an adoption case, 

and at time of sealing an adoption case.

PROVIDER 14832 58844

RM25 - Unable to Add Activity Logs to 

Closed Provider

Any user can now enter a Activity Log on a closed 

provider. 
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PROVIDER 14776

RM04 - level of care change not being 

saved in transaction

When a foster home is changing level of care, and the 

user selects the new level of care on the Transaction 

page, the selected new level of care is now being 

retained and no longer reverts back to the previous 

level of care.

PROVIDER 15099 60327

RM25- When adding new acitivity log user 

is not seeing this new one unless they 

select Filter

User now sees their newly created Activity Log in their 

list of Activity Logs as soon as they select the 'SAVE' 

button on the activity log page. 

PROVIDER 15032

RM03b: User is able to enter training 

sessions on the same date and with an 

overlap for the same participant

A training participant can not be added to two trainings 

if there is more than a 1 minute overlap. This issue was 

found in Build 115.0.

PROVIDER 15033

RM 25: the Clear Form button on the 

activity log should reset the default display 

of activity logs to displaying all records

Clear form is now working correctly and user is returned 

to Activity Log list with no filter. 

  

CASE 15145 60416

CF14 - Case Plan is Processed for Final 

Approval But Still Shows Pending Approval

Case plans that have been amended for case closure 

and routed will now be able to be approved.

ADMINISTRATION 11836

CF14: add waivers/ variances to the task 

type values and display routing history

Functionality has been added to allow waivers/variances 

to be routed for approval.

FINANCE 12311

WAS7 -- Service Auth-- Placement History 

Link
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FINANCE 14102

FM33 - Additions and Deletions to JFS 

04281 Report

New business rules were added in the system to prevent 

the user from entering Title XX numbers (Part Three) 

that exceed the number of non-eligible children for 

substitute care and adoption assistance. 

When counties are data entering the Title XX info for 

Part 3, Line 3a, the number entered cannot exceed the 

Total IV-E cases minus IV-E Eligible.  If the number is 

greater, the following error message will display: The 

number of children in substitute care eligible for Title XX 

cannot be greater than the total number of non-IV-E 

eligible children.  

When counties are data entering the Title XX info for 

Part 3, Line 3b, the number entered cannot exceed 

the Total AA cases minus IV-E Eligible. If the number is 

greater, the following error message will display: The 

number of children with subsidized adoption 

maintenance agreements eligible for Title XX cannot be 

greater than the total number of non-IV-E subsidy 

eligible children.

The Statewide Detail associated to the 4281 now 

contains calculations for TANF Title XX, IV-B distribution, 

RMS Code 761 distribution, RMS Code 772  distribution, 

RMS 769-771 distribution, IV-B Distribution Non-Admin 

and IV-B Distribution Admin.

FINANCE 14851 Service Authorization Search

Changed the validation to include current date, but not 

allow the maual payment to be future dated.
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FINANCE 14836

RMS03b- Auto populate Reimburse Stipend 

checkbox when stipend is marked as paid

System functionality has been updated to auto-populate 

the "Reimburse Stipend" check box when the "Stipend 

Payable to Participant" box is checked provided the 

"Apply Hours to Certification" is Yes.  If the "Apply Hours 

to Certification" drop down box is set to No, the 

"Reimburse Stipend" check box is grayed out and cannot 

be selected by the user.  If the user does not wish to 

receive reimbursement for a particular participant, the 

"Reimburse Stipend"  box can be un-checked.

FINANCE 14705 52895

Payments not Receiving Reimbursement for 

Last Day of the Month

 The system will now reimburse for the last day of the 

month for the new placement. 

FINANCE 14446

FM20 Updates for New Nunc Pro Tunc 

Ruling Values

 Updates were made to the eligibility process so that 

when the nunc pro tunc value is chosen for best interest 

the eligibility determination appropriately displays the 

requirement is not met.  When the nunc pro tunc value 

is selected for reasonable efforts the eligibility 

determination appropriately displays the requirement is 

met if the ruling is received within the 60 days allotted.  

If not, the determination is no.

FINANCE 14683

FM33 4281 Report Placement Day 

Duplication

Updates have been made to the 4281 batch and 

duplicates are no longer appearing on the report.

FINANCE 14687 FM33 Updates to Line Item Calculations
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FINANCE 15127

FM06- Update units and dates option is not 

available in the drop down menu

 The ""Update Units and Dates" option and functionality 

has been restored.  Users are now able to update the 

number of units to be paid for foster parent training or 

foster care miscellaneous payment requests.

FINANCE 14960

FM27 - Financial Workload Defect #1/7 - 

Auto Assign Eligibility Worker Upon 

Adoption Subsidy Save in 'Approved' Status

 An enhancement has been made to the system which 

will automatically assign the worker who completed and 

saved the adoption subsidy record with an 'approved' 

status.  The Work Assignment will be created with the 

start date of the subsidy effective date upon saving an 

approved AA or SAMS subsidy record.  By having the 

system automatically make the work assignment, this 

alleviates the requirement for the supervisor to 

manually create the work item assignment from the 

'Unassigned Children' queue.  The supervisor will have 

the ability to remove the auto-assigned worker from the 

work item assignment and to add a different or 

additional workers to the work item assignment.

FINANCE 14961

FM27 - Financial Workload Defect #2/7 - 

Continue Worker Assignment When an AA 

Subsidy is Extended Past the 18th Birthday

An enhancement has been made when an adoption 

subsidy record is extended beyond the recipient's 

eighteenth birthday the system will continue the open 

work assignment for the currently assigned worker or 

will create a new assignment if one does not exist for 

the logged in user recording the review record or the 

subsidy extension.
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FINANCE 14962

FM27 - Financial Workload Defect #3/7 - 

System to Auto Terminate Eligibility Worker 

Assignment Following Subsidy Termination 

Date

A new monthly batch job has been developed.  When 

the job runs on the last calendar day of each month it 

will look for all the adoption subsidy records that have 

ended in the previous month that have open work 

assignments.  If any open work assignments are found, 

they will  be end dated with the current system date 

(last day of the month).


